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seriously flawed and should not have provoked an audit, but the State of NM was 
“determined to put TeamBuilders and the other providers out of business” and spent $3 
million dollars for PCG to conduct a review for that purpose.  He further states, “They are 
saying you are all criminals and they have already interviewed and engaged Arizona 
companies to take you over.”  Carlos is very upset about the process and regrets being 
involved.  He tells us that PCG stopped providing updates because HSD was so “trigger 
happy.”  He says, with sincerity, “You are a wonderful businessman, and you are trying 
to help people.  I do not know why the State of NM is acting like they are.” Finally, Carlos 
tells us that the reviewers of TeamBuilders discovered “no technology findings, 
practically no clinical findings, and absolutely nothing to indicate fraud.”  In fact, he 
stated, they were so impressed with TeamBuilders that they recommended that if the 
State wants to improve the system of care, “They should look to TeamBuilders and do 
what they do.” Carlos goes on to say that he and the State reviewer wrote “glowing 
reports,” but were told to re-write them and “tone it down.”  I hung up the phone and we 
sat in shock and disbelief.  We would soon live the nightmare this whistleblower foretold. 
 
6/21/13- TeamBuilders receives the last payment it has seen from OHNM. 
 
6/24/13- I was called, with executives of fourteen other targeted agencies, to a meeting 
with HSD Secretary Sidonie Squier, NM Behavioral Health Purchasing Collaborative 
(BHPC) CEO Diana McWilliams and PCG representatives.  We were provided an 
executive summary of PCG “findings” and informed that our Medicaid funding along with 
all other OHNM managed funding was being held.  We were told that we were “frauds,” 
that our agencies were engaged in “egregiously fraudulent” practices and that AZ 
companies would be coming in to provide management oversight and technical 
assistance.  We were told that we were contractually obligated to continue to provide 
services whether or not we were being paid.  In the weeks that followed, HSD and 
OHNM conduct “drive-by” checks to ensure our doors are open and we are providing 
services.  We are told there is a process wherein we can submit a Request for Good 
Cause Exception to have the payment hold lifted. 
 
6/22/13-8/18/13- With approximately $2 million in outstanding accounts receivable due 
from OHNM at the time of the hold, TeamBuilders dutifully provides an additional $3 
million dollars of unreimbursed services.  Its reserves are quickly dwindling and we are 
collectively traumatized by the experience. Still, we trust that the process will yield 
resolution and our funding will be restored. 
 
6/26/13- TeamBuilders completes and submits the Request for Good Cause Exception 
using the form provided.  Good cause exception criteria seem tailor made for 
TeamBuilders and include questions about serving large numbers of high need 
populations, underserved areas, sole source services, willingness to put up bond, 
etc.  We are serving thousands of high need, high risk consumers, all geographic areas 
in which we have a presence (with exception of Los Alamos County) are HRSA 
designated Medically Underserved Areas (MUA) and we are the sole source provider in 
many of the communities we serve.  We offer in good faith to put up a $2 million bond.   
 
7/6/13- Sun Vega, TeamBuilders Chief Operations Officer and I attend a Legislative 
Health and Human Services Committee (HHSC) meeting in Albuquerque, NM.  HSD 
Secretary Squier refers to affected provider agencies and executives as “tricky,” “frauds,” 
and “criminals” in this very public forum.  Under pressure from legislators to explain 
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HSD’s drastic action she again accuses the provider agencies of engaging in “egregious 
fraud,” refuses to answer further questions and storms out.  Per the Santa Fe New 
Mexican, HHSC Committee Member, Senator Gerald Ortiz y Pino, is hospitalized due to 
the stress of the situation. As the meeting concludes, providers are invited by legislators 
to attend the upcoming Behavioral Health Subcommittee meeting.  
(Meeting Minutes:http://www.nmlegis.gov/lcs/minutes/LHHSminJul01.13.pdf)  
(New Mexican Article: http://www.santafenewmexican.com/news/local_news/state-
official-storms-out-amid-grilling-on-provider-audit/article_ed31bf3e-e0ad-5c04-8945-
2c06e26bd0cf.html)     
 
7/9/13- Dr. Lorraine Freedle and I attend the Behavioral Health Subcommittee meeting 
of HHSC in Roswell, NM.  Dr. Freedle provides testimony and urges approval of the 
Request for Good Cause Exception. Other provider representatives also provide 
testimony.   
(Meeting Minutes: http://www.nmlegis.gov/lcs/minutes/BHSminJul09.13.pdf)  
 
7/15/13- I receive a form letter response to the Request for Good Cause Exception from 
Medical Assistance Division Deputy Director Mark Pitcock.  Despite TeamBuilders 
meeting all of the criteria for Good Cause Exception, the request is DENIED.  Federal 
consumer protections are ignored.  Upon inquiry, we are informed that the committee 
reviewing the request was comprised of the same individuals who reportedly had the 
authority and made the determination to institute the original payment hold.   
 
7/10/13-7/17/13- TeamBuilders collects over two hundred letters of support from 
consumers, CYFD Juvenile Justice and Protective Services staff members, school 
teachers and administrators, and other concerned stakeholders from around the 
State.  On 7/17/13 members of my staff are urgently contacted by numerous CYFD 
personnel requesting that we remove their letters of support due to a perceived threat to 
their jobs and careers.  One of those individuals forwards an email from CYFD Deputy 
Secretary Jennifer Padgett dated 7/17/13 in which she states that any representative of 
CYFD who provides support to any of the affected providers will be “subject to 
disciplinary action.”  Out of concern for those individuals, we remove their letters of 
support before they are delivered to the Governor’s Office.  
 
7/17/13- Dr. Freedle and I attend a meeting of the New Mexico Legislative Finance 
Committee (LFC) in Albuquerque along with several hundred employees, clients and 
their families in an effort to engage in the political process and exercise our civil rights by 
staging a “peaceful protest.” We march outside and when allowed, enter and fill the 
gallery.  Over a hundred people who can’t squeeze into the auditorium stand quietly 
outside.  LFC Director David Abbey and LFC Committee members are respectful and 
concerned.  They provide opportunity for me to manage the crowd of individuals 
participating in the protest and invite me to provide testimony regarding our purpose for 
being there.  Dr. Freedle is invited to address concerns along with two other provider 
representatives after HSD Secretary Squier and BHPC CEO McWilliams have 
spoken.  During an intermission, the HSD Secretary makes scathing, personal remarks 
to Dr. Freedle who is now in tears, as she realizes that this marks the end of the line for 
TeamBuilders.  
(Meeting Minutes: http://www.nmlegis.gov/lcs/minutes/ALFCminJul19.13.pdf) 
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7/18/13- The Albuquerque Journal publishes an op-ed penned by Dr. Freedle. We are 
discouraged, but continue to make efforts to inform the public and tell our side of the 
story.   
(Dr. Freedle’s Op-Ed: http://www.abqjournal.com/222503/opinion/hsd-audit-and-its-
effects-raise-a-lot-of-questions.html)  
 
7/18/13- I receive an email from Tina (pseudonym) a concerned CYFD employee 
involved in high level strategy meetings discussing the situation.  She asks to meet with 
me after CYFD working hours.  Dr. Freedle and I meet with her.  She asks us if we 
understood what was happening to us.  We ask her to elaborate.  She informs us that 
there will be no temporary management, that it is the intent of HSD to exhaust our 
reserves and drive all of the affected agencies into bankruptcy. Once reserves are 
depleted and we can no longer meet payroll or other financial commitments, HSD will 
send in an AZ agency to assume control of our business. 
 
7/19/13- With HSD’s denial of the Request for Good Cause Exception to lift the payment 
hold, news of HSD’s strategy and knowledge of its intent to bankrupt us, ongoing 
misinformation and defamation saturating the media, and no hope that the NM 
Legislature has any power to intervene, TeamBuilders serves notice of Material Breach 
of Contract and Intent to Terminate its Provider Service Agreement to OHNM and HSD.  
 
7/19/13- TeamBuilders holds its final Annual Meeting. Staying true to our agency’s 
culture, we celebrate our work and time together; give awards, and share love and 
encouragement in the face of adversity.  We explain to our employees that the agency 
will cease providing services in thirty days due to the unexplainable actions of 
HSD.  Employees are appalled and outraged.  Tears flow.  We encourage everyone to 
keep an open mind as they meet with the incoming AZ agency and to consider their 
need for employment, the needs of their families and the needs of those they served. 
 
07/24/13- TeamBuilders executives and its attorneys meet with HSD, representatives of 
the AZ agencies and others to engage in an initial discussion regarding the transition of 
TeamBuilders.  This is the first time we are made aware of the intent to divide 
TeamBuilders’ business between three of the AZ agencies.  We are devastated and 
warn against this, but are powerless to influence the decision.    
 
07/25/13-08/17/13- We inventory and begin to liquidate TeamBuilders assets, selling 
those items we can to the incoming AZ agencies for pennies on the dollar and acquiring 
space to store records and computers which must necessarily be retained as 
evidence.  TeamBuilders, a private business, is ostensibly seized and forced, illegally 
and against its will, to dismantle and dispose of millions of dollars’ worth of infrastructure 
in a matter of days.   
 
8/18/13- On our 22nd wedding anniversary and over 18 years after Dr. Freedle and I 
started TeamBuilders in Tucumcari, we close our doors. We lay off over 650 employees 
and foster parents saying goodbye to our life’s work and an organization we founded 
and nurtured for most of our professional lives.  TeamBuilders was family and a labor of 
love.   
 
1/29/15- NM Attorney General (NMAG) Hector Balderas releases the details of the PCG 
Audit almost two years after the audit occurred.  PCG indicated that there were no 
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findings that would substantiate credible allegations of fraud; however, HSD removed 
this content in the version of the PCG report it provided to Gary King, NMAG at the time 
of the payment hold. It was discovered that tampering had occurred when then State 
Auditor Balderas discovered the change in a copy of the audit report HSD released to 
his office under court order.  The sentence HSD had deleted stated PCG “did not 
uncover what it would consider to be credible allegations of fraud, nor any significant 
threats to consumer safety.”  Despite that foreknowledge, we remain in disbelief.  HSD 
has been exposed but the payment hold continues.  It seems that tampering with an 
audit report should be illegal, calling the entire process into question. 
 
8/19/13-04/04/16- Over the ensuing years, Dr. Freedle and I watch the situation in NM 
continue to deteriorate and play out in the press.  Two of the three AZ companies 
awarded pieces of TeamBuilders’ business abandoned those offices and left the State in 
2015.  The third gave notice it will leave by July 1, 2016.  HSD and OHNM are still 
holding over $5 million in TeamBuilders’ accounts receivable and continue to spread 
misinformation and make false allegations about TeamBuilders, its key employees and, 
my immediate and extended family.  There has still been NO DUE PROCESS. We have 
still not been provided a method of appeal or a voice. We left the state so that my wife, 
Dr. Lorraine Freedle could obtain employment and we could begin a new life.  I have 
been unemployable in my chosen field of 30 years.  Over the course of a few months in 
2013, we went from being the go-to experts in New Mexico behavioral health to being 
unjustly branded as frauds and criminals. As time passes, other provider agencies are 
exonerated of wrongdoing. My days consist of combing the internet for news on the 
situation, fielding calls and emails of distressed former employees, visiting New Mexico 
as the situation requires and trying to make sense of this tragedy.  
 
10/06/15-2/8/16- TeamBuilders produces over 200 boxes of client files and 630 
employee files for review in the investigation being conducted by NMAG Balderas. 
 
2/8/16- NMAG Balderas clears 10 more agencies of wrongdoing leaving only 
TeamBuilders and one of its former subsidiaries Pathways under continued 
investigation.  We anticipated that as the largest agency we would be the last one to be 
investigated, but continuing to wait is agonizing. 
 
4/5/16- I receive a phone call at 4:42 am.  My 74 year old mother and 84 year old father 
are sobbing on the other end.  I awaken Lorraine to join me on the call.  “Have you read 
the news?” my parents ask.  “You’ve been cleared!  Praise the Lord, you’ve been 
cleared.  We knew it!”  We cry together on the phone.  Over three years since the PCG 
audit, TeamBuilders and its former subsidiary Pathways are finally exonerated of 
wrongdoing by the NMAG.  There is NO FRAUD.  We are relieved to have closure on 
this chapter of the saga. 
 
4/15/16- We receive a demand letter from HSD.  Despite the invalidation of its 
extrapolation methodology in another case, HSD further inflates TeamBuilders alleged 
overbilling and demands payment of $12 million, a 30% increase over their initial 
determination. Inflating TeamBuilders’ error rate of less than 2% (well below the legal 
threshold which allows for extrapolation) by failing eligible claims, HSD is attempting to 
steal $5 million due for services rendered and saddle TeamBuilders with an enormous, 
growing and entirely fictitious debt.  As a point of reference, the investigation conducted 
by NMAG Balderas found $1.16 million in overbilling for all fifteen agencies:  far less 
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